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About This Game

In 1687, Isaac Newton published the law of universal gravitation in the mathematical principle of natural philosophy.
Later, Isaac Newton on why planets revolve around the sun, because of God, is also thinking about the origin of the universe,
that in addition to the effect of gravitation, and a tangential force, the tangential force is only the first driving force from god.

Now, you are God, and you bring the first thrust of God.
We used advanced AI system, combined with Newton's law of gravitation, recorded the location of objects in real time, and

gave these big data to AI for deep learning, so as to calculate the real-time orbit of objects. All of this has been fully optimized,
fluent and accurate.

The game screen is very delicate, with majestic atmosphere of music, make you immersed.
You need to control your aircraft and collect two boxes in the game. You need to judge the magnitude of gravity, through the
transmission of the orbit. Finally landing on the designated platform, remember that you can't land faster than the maximum

landing speed of the aircraft. Here, we hope that you can learn the relevant knowledge of gravity, so that you can better pass the
customs. Remember, the magnitude of gravity is directly proportional to the speed and the range of the gravitational body, and

we create a unique console operation mode that allows you to control the aircraft more truly. In the game, you can see it at a
glance.

We will continue to update the new level, let everyone have a good time, and hope that you can love physics and understand the
astrodynamics, and become an excellent scientist.
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Nice casual hidden object game,not hard to complete in a short amount of time but fun all the same. I don't recommend this
game. I tend to have a love for games that are or have scenes that are quiet and contemplative where you just hang around and
interact with the cast to learn more about them and/or explore and interact with things that has the protag reminisce about things
and/or flesh out the characters and world as well. For example the home base stuff in the new Wolfensteins, a good chunk of
Life is Strange, the hubs in Shadowruns Dragonfall and Hong Kong, and the last level of the PS2 horror game Rule of Rose.
Lulls in the action like that can really lend themselves to nice character moments and really immerse me in the setting.

Gray Skies, Dark Waters is just a whole game of those types of scenes, it's a somber, meditative game about a family dealing
with the loss of a loved one under mysterious circumstances. The Garett family live in the fictional Virginian town of Avett's
Landing on the Chesapeake. Their lives are irrevocably changed when the mother, Vivian, mysteriously disappears. The game
begins a year after the event and you play as the eldest sibling, Lina. Lina is still trying to search for answers, though it's up to
the player to decide what Lina thinks what happened and how avid she is in her search. She has been looking out for her
younger two sisters and brother, the moody Violet, the outgoing Merle, and the bookish Gus in the interim as her father did not
take the disappearance very well and has become more distant to his children as he retreats into his work. As Lina search brings
her to a possible explanation the player will have to decide whether it’s mundane or possibly something more…

The gameplay is mainly dialogue choices and exploration. There technically is an inventory system but you only really use it to
open new dialogue with Lina's family. The dialogue choices you make do indeed matter and you can get wildly different
endings depending on how you played Lina, i.e. I played her as mostly convinced that her mom was dead and she supported her
siblings through it all but you can a get a tonally different ending than mine. The game gives you a to do list of main objectives
as well as sidequests essentially, which are usually finding an item and talking to Lina’s family about it. The starting area is the
Garett House, but the game will also take you to a forest park and a beach walkway.

The game’s environmental art and soundtrack are quite good, really setting the game’s melancholy tone. Now there are some
rough aspects that show its very modest budget, namely the character models and VA recording quality. The character models
don’t look too hot, like something out of a budget Euro adventure game from the 2000’s, though you’ll only really get a good
look at Lina or Gus because I think Green Willow know the models looked jank because the perspective when talking with
Violet and Merle is more zoomed out. The voice actors actually do good work, it’s just that its clear they didn’t have the best
recording setup as volume can tend to fluctuate and they added an echo effect to all of Lina’s thoughts which can be a bit
grating.

The game’s writing succeeds at being affectively pensive, bittersweet, and forlorn. Lina’s got a lot of things to say about her
family, her house, and the town around her and it really builds a strong picture of the cast. The game’s plot isn’t some big
bombastic adventure even though there may be some supernatural elements if you allow it, it’s a character piece all about coping
with loss and trying to move on with life. Green Willow listed Gone Home and Kentucky Route Zero as inspirations and it
definitely shares some of their heart. Overall with its writing and atmosphere Gray Skies, Dark Water has an elegiac beauty to
it.

Gray Skies, Dark Waters may be unpolished in some ways but ultimately it still shines and it’s definitely a strong start for a team
that didn’t have all that much experience making games beforehand. (Biggest example being is that it was made in Unity
Personal) It’s a quiet and unassuming game and that’s probably one of the reasons it got utterly ignored in a year with so many
rockstar titles. Give it a chance, it might just stick with you too.
. On Rusty Trails is a indie platformer game created by Black Pants Studio that revolves around fast thinking and fast reactions.
It boast some very simple but fun mechanics. The base mechanic is switching between \u201cmodes\u201d to open up different
routes or platforms. Other mechanics are getting very nicely introduced by in-game visuals or NPC interactions. This together
with the great level design makes for several different ways to solve every level. You have for example the fastest route, the
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route with all the tokens or all the checkpoints. It creates a scaling difficulty level and a replayability value if you want to
complete it in different ways. Easy to learn hard to master, these are the controls of On Rusty Trails. They can really work well
and create a great flow in the game, but some jumps are so hard. It takes a lot of time to practice and get it straight, it\u2019s so
hard I found myself irritated by the controls.

Visually it is very stylized, it has a special feel to it and it looks amazing. The different levels and their own atmosphere, the
bright and vivid colors give a lively feeling while the darker levels give you a scared and compressed feeling. There were just
some minor problems. Sometimes it was hard to see what was standable and what was background and sometimes you die or get
a checkpoint while you didn\u2019t pass or hit it. This infuriated me while trying to get my 100% run.

Auditory this game is great. I really like the soundtrack and it sets the atmosphere. It has a cool beat to keep you going in the
game. The sound effects feel very alive and they have a certain effectiveness to it. While playing the game without sound I
missed the sound of Elvis clinging to the blocks, the leafs clattering, the searing magma and the lasers trying to burn me.
It\u2019s also handy as a sound cue in the later stages of the game.

Overall the game is a experimental platformer with fun new ideas. It has a global leaderboard which shows how many people are
faster than you and it invites to speedrun. On Rusty Trails packs a 2-3 hour playtime to complete it if you are familiar with the
genre. Luckily there is quite some replay value in this game so the 2-3 hours quickly expanded to 12 hours for me. The controls
weren\u2019t always great and the visuals have a few irritating quirks. But apart from that it\u2019s still a solid game that I
would recommend to fans of the genre and non-fans alike.
. What made the biggest impression on me, was the stunning visuals and animations. Every rendering look pretty and polished.
Puzzles are interesting, some of them implement physics which is uncommon for hidden object games and overall have
diversity. Storywise it felt complicated for me and somewhat dull, yet the main heroine is likeable character and her actions felt
exciting. The game feature built-in walkthrough, hint system that point exact spot of interaction and auto-save system.
Recommend for the 'hog' genre players.. Very fun and entertaining platformer pixel game with simplistic controls. You only
have the ability to change the direction of gravity mostly but it results in very interesting puzzles from time to time. Took me
about three hours to complete, which isn't bad. It also seems to have components of Metroidvania surprisingly, and was
generally amusing to play from start to finish.

4\/5
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No so cool as it can be... Game cool, story, graphics, PHISICS! But alot of bad things...

Bad locomotion... Why not to use both hends to pickup things?....
Stuck some times after open dors with key...
Annoing light and his "Dont forget the key..." why repeat this all the time?

To boring to make the same things over and over again... I hope i can beat the game...

. Finished the game. Would give "meh" review if I could. Leaning towards no. I finished it but if you'd ask me to buy this or not,
I'd say no, at least not at full price

One-shot one-life platformer.

+ fun concept
+ fun challenges
+ fun weapons

- this would be a great platformer - if the controls were decent. Double-jump doesn't always register as that, and in these kind of
games, one mistake means death - so I died several times due to flunky controls
- music is fun but always the same
- very short. The total playtime I have is to finish up the campaign. Guess this has more value as an arcade-styled game, but who
wants that

If you are looking for a good souls-like platformer, check out super meat boy or risk of rain 1. You'll have more fun

4/10. My favorite Obscure Childhood Character reborn into a pretty damn good remaster, aside from using all the old models,
the Sound effects, Lighting, Water Textures and Shadows were updated and it looks better than when I played it on the
Gamecube all those years ago.

I never really noticed it, but they gave just about every boomerang a New Unique throwing sound effect in this remaster and
while its a fairly small change it still made me smile.. Pros:
Great Music
More difficult than the other DLC's
Interesting prison design and layout
Greater use of grappling hook

Cons:
None really

Rating: 10\/10. This is quite a nicely laid out game but in multiplayer it is way to slow and cumbersome :(
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